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Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is a set of functions for manipulating quaternions and quaternion matrices in Matlab. Quaternion
toolbox for Matlab includes support for real / complex quaternions. Furthermore, Quaternion toolbox for Matlab also comes
with support for octonions. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab contains functions for matrix algebra and derivative calculations
(vector and matrix products), quaternion operations (conjugate, normalized, orthogonality, scaling, special operators and scalar
products), quaternion matrices (equivalent and some additional ones) as well as operations for the theory of groups and
representations. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is an accessible toolset that enables you to perform quaternion calculations in
Matlab. This is done by defining a private type to represent quaternion matrices and overloadings of many standard Matlab
functions. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab also features support for real / complex quaternions. Furthermore, Quaternion toolbox
for Matlab also comes with support for octonions. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab includes many common Matlab functions in
addition to functions from the Matlab standard toolbox like fprintf, expm, fortran, kron, reshape, strtrim, abs, sqrt, matrixStats
and so on. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab main features include: - Import Matlab code from different script languages (Matlab,
Octave and R) - Support for quaternions and their vector representation - Quaternion matrices in a private type - Overloadings
for many standard Matlab functions - Many Matlab/Octave/R functions for quaternion operations - Quaternion operations
(conjugate, normalized, orthogonality, scaling, special operators and scalar products), quaternion matrices (equivalent and some
additional ones) - Support for octonions - Tools for vector and matrix algebra, quaternion-vector products and tensor calculus -
Theory of groups and representations - Support for factorization of quaternions - Quaternion operations (procedures)
Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is an accessible and open source tool that enables you to perform quaternion calculations in
Matlab. This is done by defining a private type to represent quaternion matrices and overloadings
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Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is an extension of the quaternion module. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is developed with a
goal of facilitating the implementation of quaternions within Matlab. We provide the native quaternion type, and the standard
Matlab functions for quaternion manipulations. Furthermore, the entire quaternion toolbox for Matlab includes a suite of Matlab
commands for quaternion matrix multiplications, quaternion matrix inverses, quaternion matrix decompositions and quaternion
eigensystem computation. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is the standard and the recommended Matlab toolkit for quaternion
related tasks. quaternion toolbox for Matlab is written in C/C++ and Matlab interface is generated using Matlab coder.
quaternion toolbox for Matlab is written in C++ / C#, and is suitable for multi-threaded applications. Quaternion toolbox for
Matlab is open source, and available for free. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab has been successfully used in several open source
applications. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab provides also a Matlab interface to a library written in C/C++ which implements
the Euler angles functions and trigonometric functions for quaternion eigensystem computations. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab
uses an algorithm which is capable of handling both real / complex and real / real quaternion matrices. Quaternion toolbox for
Matlab Description: Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is an extension of the quaternion module. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is
developed with a goal of facilitating the implementation of quaternions within Matlab. We provide the native quaternion type,
and the standard Matlab functions for quaternion manipulations. Furthermore, the entire quaternion toolbox for Matlab includes
a suite of Matlab commands for quaternion matrix multiplications, quaternion matrix inverses, quaternion matrix
decompositions and quaternion eigensystem computation. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is the standard and the recommended
Matlab toolkit for quaternion related tasks. quaternion toolbox for Matlab is written in C/C++ and Matlab interface is generated
using Matlab coder. quaternion toolbox for Matlab

What's New in the?

Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is a free and open source software development tool designed to enable you to perform
quaternion calculations in Matlab. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is developed as an accessible and open source tool that enables
you to perform quaternion calculations in Matlab. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is developed as an accessible and open source
tool that enables you to perform quaternion calculations in Matlab. This is done by defining a private type to represent
quaternion matrices and overloading many standard Matlab functions. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab features support for real /
complex quaternions. Furthermore, Quaternion toolbox for Matlab also comes with support for octonions. Quaternion toolbox
for Matlab Documentation: Documentation for Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is available as a PDF file. Documentation for
Quaternion toolbox for Matlab is also available on-line. To view documentation on-line, please visit this web site at To view the
documentation page for Quaternion toolbox for Matlab, please click here. Quaternion toolbox for Matlab License: Quaternion
toolbox for Matlab is available under the GNU GPL. Please see the GNU GPL for further details. License Information:
Copyright (c) 2015, Daniel Halmer, Tomislav Trstenjak, Boris Trstanjic The Quaternion Toolbox for Matlab is an Open Source
toolbox, developed by David Mumford and Christoph Zenger for MATLAB, created at the University of Bristol, UK. The full
copyright notice is available in the Quaternion Toolbox for Matlab License document. Disclaimer: There is no endorsement,
expressed or implied, of any vendor, company, product or project listed in this directory by the inclusion of any of their product
or project names, or inclusion of any of their trademarks. The inclusion of any vendor, company, product or project names or
trademarks does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the inclusion, nor does it imply that such vendors, companies,
products or project names or trademarks are less than three years old. Disclaimer: All content, text, design, code, artwork, and
information is copyright to and the property of the original author, unless otherwise stated. This page was written by Daniel
Halmer. If you wish to reproduce anything on this page, please contact him directly. All original graphics and material is
copyright to the original author. Please do not use without permission. All trademarks, registered trademarks, product names
and company names or logos mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners and are used only for reference. In no
way are they implying endorsement,
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista, or Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or higher Memory: 4GB of RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8400, Radeon X1600, or higher DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 23GB available space
Additional Notes: Game will run in windowed mode Keyboard & Mouse: Keyboard and mouse must be plugged in to the
computer Other: Our demo version only has a few pre-selected levels. The full version has over 100 levels
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